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The	Very	Large	Array	is	also contributing to	our	data	sets,	as	will	
the	Canadian	CHIME	telescope at	low	frequencies

The	Green	Bank	Telescope	and the Arecibo	Observatory

Green	Bank	Telescope	(GBT),	WVArecibo	Observatory	(AO),	PR
World’s	largest	steerable	

single-dish	radio	
telescope

World’s	largest
single-dish radio	

telescope

Our	measurements	are	made	every	3 weeks (with	5	
best	pulsars	observed	weekly),	~30min/pulsar on	49	
millisecond	pulsars, with	the	two	most	sensitive	radio	
telescopes	in	the	world:

NANOGrav =	North	American	Nanohertz
Observatory	for	Gravitational	Waves



Both	LIGO	and	PTAs	probe	a	ΔL	on	the	
scale	of	their	respective	“nuclei”

h	=	strain	=	ΔL/L	=	10-21
LIGO	ΔL	~	10-19	m

h	=	strain	=	ΔL/L	=	10-15
PTA	ΔL	~	3 km
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We	can’t	walk	to	the	
other	end	of	our	
detector	arm!	So	we	
fit	a	detailed	noise	
model	to	the	data	
that	improves	with	
time.
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• Red	noise	maximum-likelihood	measurements	from	NANOGrav 11-
year	dataset	(Arzoumanian et	al.	2017,	in	prep)
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Schematic spectrum showing noise contributions as labeled in the legend. The GW
contribution (cyan) is from the ‘pulsar’ portion of the timing perturbation that is uncorrelated
between pulsars. Annotations designate mitigation methods for the different contributions.
See the caption of Figure 2 for further explanation.

courtesy	J.M.	Cordes
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• Noise	Spectrum	of	Pulsar	J1713+0747	
•While	a	single	pulsar,	it	nonetheless	dominates	NANOGrav sensitivity	
to	GWs
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• Strain	Sensitivity	of	Pulsar	J1713+0747	
• Note	this	is	a	single	pulsar	– GW	signal	will	emerge	through	time-of-
arrival	correlations	between	different	pulsars,	reducing	noise
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Timing	Models,	Noise,	and	
Signals	in	Pulsar	Times-of-Arrival

• The	timing	noise	budget	includes:	
– spin/torque	noise	from	the	neutron	star	and	its	magnetosphere;	
– pulse-phase	jitter	from	emission	regions	in	the	magnetosphere;	
– Effects	from	the	interstellar	medium	(ISM)	with	strong	radio	frequency	dependences:	

• dispersive	arrival	times	(ν−2),	diffractive	scattering	(ν−4),	and	refractive	delays	(ν−2);	
– radiometer	causes	a	TOA	error	that	depends	on	the	signal-to-noise	ratio	of	measured	

pulses	and	is	the	only	contribution	that	depends	on	telescope	size	and	the	system	
temperature;	RFI	(radio	frequency	interference)	can	also	also	look	like	variable	white	
noise

– systematic	errors	arise	from	imperfect	knowledge	of	the	Earth’s	location	relative	to	the	
solar	system	barycenter	and	from	time	transfer	of	terrestrial	time	standards	using	GPS.	

Noise Spectra for the NANOGrav Pulsar Timing Array

J. M. Cordes, M. T. Lam, J. A. Ellis et al. for NANOGrav

Draft, November 3, 2016

Summary

The detection of nanohertz gravitational waves (GWs) using pulsars depends on their qualities as

astrophysical clocks and on our ability to measure pulse arrival times with su�cient accuracy (<

100 ns).

The time of arrival (TOA) of a pulse is the net e↵ect of many processes that occur between its

emission and reception at an observatory, followed by referencing it to the solar system barycenter

(SSBC) using a solar-system ephemeris. GW perturbations contribute to the overall noise budget as

well as to the signal that we aim to detect:

tSSBC =

Deterministic Terms
spindown polynomial
astrometric terms

pulsar orbit
pulse shape vs. ⌫

+

Stochastic Terms
white noise

(receiver, jitter & ISM)
red noise

(spin, ISM)

+

Systematic Errors
planetary ephemeris
time transfer (GPS)
observatory clocks

polarization calibration

+
Gravitational Wave Perturbations

Earth term - Pulsar term
(1)

The timing noise budget includes:

• spin/torque noise from the neutron star and its magnetosphere;

• pulse-phase jitter from emission regions in the magnetosphere;

• E↵ects from the interstellar medium (ISM) with strong radio frequency dependences:

– dispersive arrival times (⌫�2), di↵ractive scattering (⌫�4), and refractive delays (⌫�2);

• radiometer causes a TOA error that depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of measured pulses

and is the only contribution that depends on telescope size and the system temperature;

• systematic errors arise from imperfect knowledge of the Earth’s location relative to the solar

system barycenter and from time transfer of terrestrial time standards using GPS.

The various e↵ects naturally group into those that appear as white noise or red noise in timing

residuals. Relatively rare outliers occur due to RFI and from events that appear to occur in the ISM.

Increasing the sensitivity to GWs involves a variety of measures: improvements in instrumentation,

choosing millisecond pulsars (MSPs) and observing frequencies that yield the lowest timing errors,

and development of new algorithms for removing interstellar propagation delays and radio frequency

interference (RFI).

NANOGrav’s ability to detect GWs is mostly limited by white noise components although red noise

in some of the best pulsars also has an influence. Better receivers, larger collecting areas, and longer
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Radio	Telescope

Noise	Temperature
• Replace	entire	telescope	
system	by	resistor	in	a	heat	
bath
• Output	voltage	equivalent
• Not	necessarily	physical	
temperature
• Tsys =	Tsky +	Tspill +	TRx +	…
• P	=	kBTDn

T
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courtesy	T.	J.	W.	Lazio



Radiometer	Equation

Where	can	improvements	be	made?
• Tsys portion	determined	by	telescope

Tsys =	Tsky +	Tspill +	TRx +	…
• Dn – processed	bandwidth
• Aeff – effective	area	of	telescope
• Dt – observation	time

within	limits	imposed	by	pulsar	or	ISM

Ø Improvements	benefit	both	timing	and survey	
programs

For	TPSR <<	Tsys

S	è spectral	flux	
density	[W/m2/Hz]
1	Jy =	10−26 W/m2/Hz
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Meeting

courtesy	T.	J.	W.	Lazio
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Pulsar	Timing	Arrays:
Upgrading	the	Backend	Systems

Courtesy	P.	Demorest

Pulsar	J0030+0451:	640	ns	->	163	ns
Pulsar	J1614-2230:	500	ns	->	100	ns
Pulsar	J1909-3744:	54	ns	->	36	ns		

• Improved	receiver	
systems	increased	
bandwidths	from	64	
MHz	to	800	MHz	at	
Green	Bank	[2010]	
and	Arecibo	[2012]

• Allows	for	both	
improvement	in	the	
white	radiometer	
noise	and	better	
mitigation	of	the	
interstellar	medium	
effects
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ABSTRACT

The use of pulsars as astrophysical clocks for gravitational wave (GW) experiments demands the highest possible
timing precision. Pulse times of arrival (TOAs) are limited by stochastic processes that occur in the pulsar itself,
along the line of sight through the interstellar medium, and in the measurement process. On timescales of seconds
to hours, the TOA variance exceeds that from template-fitting errors due to additive noise. We assess contributions
to the total variance from two additional effects: amplitude and phase jitter intrinsic to single pulses and changes in
the interstellar impulse response from scattering. The three effects have different dependencies on time, frequency,
and pulse signal-to-noise ratio. We use data on 37 pulsars from the North American Nanohertz Observatory for
GWs to assess the individual contributions to the overall intraday noise budget for each pulsar. We detect jitter in
22 pulsars and estimate the average value of rms jitter in our pulsars to be 1%~ of pulse phase. We examine how
jitter evolves as a function of frequency and find evidence for evolution. Finally, we compare our measurements
with previous noise parameter estimates and discuss methods to improve GW detection pipelines.

Key words: gravitational waves – pulsars: general

1. INTRODUCTION

Pulsar timing is used for a variety of unique applications in
astrophysics and fundamental physics. These include mass
determinations of neutron stars (NSs) and their binary
companions to contrain compact object formation mechanisms
and equations-of-state (Demorest et al. 2010; Antoniadis 2013);
precision tests of general relativity and other theories of gravity
(Will 2014); limits on changes in fundamental constants
(Lazaridis et al. 2009; Shao & Wex 2013; Zhu et al. 2015);
and, especially recently, using arrays of pulsars as detectors of
low-frequency (nanohertz) gravitational waves (GWs; e.g.,
Arzoumanian et al. 2015a, 2015c). Improvements in the
accuracy of measured arrival times continue to yield benefits
in these applications. In this paper, we present a detailed
assessment of the time-of-arrival (TOA) noise budget that is
applicable to measurements made on relatively short time-
scales, ranging from single pulse periods to integration times of
10–104 s. The work discussed here complements other studies

that address noise contributions from variations in the spin rates
of NSs (e.g., Hobbs et al. 2010; Shannon & Cordes 2010), the
frequency dependence of pulse shapes (Pennucci et al. 2014),
and from propagation through the interstellar medium (ISM;
Armstrong 1984; Blandford et al. 1984; Foster & Cordes 1990;
Rickett 1990; Cordes & Shannon 2010).
Pulsar timing relies on a foundation of pulsar phenomena

that have been demonstrated over the nearly half century since
pulsars were discovered (see Cordes 2013 for a review).
Rotational stability, especially for recycled millisecond pulsars
(MSPs), allows pulse arrival times to be predicted over long
time scales so that small deviations from solar system and
astrophysical effects can be determined (Verbiest et al. 2009).
Radio emission beams appear to be locked to the crust of the
NS and single pulses have phases that vary with respect to a
fiducial phase that is also locked to the crust (Kramer
et al. 1998; Cordes & Shannon 2010). Averages of Np single
pulses at a specific frequency converge to a stable pulse shape
with fractional deviations N1 p~ , as expected for pulse
fluctuations that are largely statistically independent (e.g.,
Dolch et al. 2014). While average pulse shapes do vary with

The Astrophysical Journal, 819:155 (21pp), 2016 March 10 doi:10.3847/0004-637X/819/2/155
© 2016. The American Astronomical Society. All rights reserved.

18 Einstein Fellow.

1

Above S/N > 100 for 2 min 
averages,  RMS residual 
becomes independent of S/N 
 
Pulse jitter 

See also Caballero et 
al. 2016 

~ [S/N]-1 

ISS Variations 
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PSR	J1713+0747’s	times-of-arrival	are	
amongst	the	highest	precision	for	GW	
detection
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Dolch	&	Lam	et	al.	2014	ApJ	794,	21
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establishes	quality	
of	pulsar	J1713	as	
a	GW	detector
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• power	spectrum	of	J1713	24-hr	global	accounts	for	non-uniform	sampling	and	
non-uniform	weighting	of	timing	residual	RMS	values	(uses	CLEAN	algorithm)

• no	evidence	of	any	significant	deviations	from	white	noise

J1713	24-Hr	Global:	power	spectrum	of	the
broadband	residuals	(noise	spectrum)

courtesy	Michael	Lam



Pulsar	Observations

Observational	frequency	
determined	by	balancing
• pulsar	spectrum	vs.	
• sky	spectrum	vs.
• scattering

Typically	about	1	GHz

Pulsar	
spectrum

scattering

sky	spectrum

Dolch	(Hillsdale	College)	– 2017	Amaldi	
Meeting
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Dolch	&	Lam	et	al.	2014	ApJ	794,	21
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• Predicted RMS spin noise from the Shannon & Cordes (2010) scaling law
after a second-order fit to time series of length T = 10 yr. The points are for
the nominal parameter values in Eq. 7. These estimates and the ranking of
pulsars are highly provisional and will be superseded by ongoing analyses.

Dolch	(Hillsdale	College)	– 2017	Amaldi	Meeting
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Fig. 7.— Predicted RMS spin noise from the SC10 scaling law after a second-order fit to time series of length
T = 10 yr. The points are for the nominal parameter values in Eq. 7. These estimates and the ranking of pulsars are
highly provisional and will be superseded by ongoing analyses.

the case for MSPs observed with di↵erent telescopes involving di↵erent path lengths through the

ionosphere (Lam et al. 2016b).

Post-fit spectra are assumed to have only very small residual contributions from DM fluctuations.

They are present because, at the very least, multipath scattering causes the ISM to be sampled

slightly di↵erently at frequencies typically used to estimate and remove the epoch-dependent DM(t)

(Cordes et al. 2016). If the di↵erent radio frequencies are sampled at slightly di↵erent epochs, the

error is larger. Evolution of pulse shapes with radio frequency (‘profile evolution’) and RFI can cause

DM subtraction to be imperfect, causing leakage of some of the DM variance into timing residuals. In

the spectral domain, the frequency-dependent DM e↵ect has a flat spectrum up to a roll-o↵ frequency

⇠ 0.003 to 0.1 cy yr�1. Nonsimultaneous measurements have an f�2/3 spectrum for a Kolmogorov

medium while RFI and profile evolution will yield a less simple but shallow spectral signatures.

ISM Refraction e↵ects: (Not yet included) These include shallow, red noise with and without an

annual modulation.

courtesy	J.M.	Cordes
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DM(t) Simulations

from	Lam	et	al.	(2016)



DM	Variations	have	both	Deterministic	and	
Stochastic	terms

Dolch	(Hillsdale	College)	– 2017	Amaldi	Meeting

…these	can	be	modeled	and	measured,	so	that	IISM	effects	can	be	
mitigated	from	our	data	(which	is	the	reason	we	observe	pulsars	at	high	
and	low	radio	frequencies

from	Jones	et	al.	(2017)



• In	future,	wide-
bandwidth	receivers,	
we	may	need	to	
account	for	
frequency-dependent	
dispersion	measures
• This	effect	modeled	
in	Cordes,	Shannon,	
and	Stinebring
(2016),	and	can	be	
mitigated

Dolch	(Hillsdale	College)	– 2017	Amaldi	Meeting

Courtesy	J.	M.	Cordes,	
Dan	Stinebring
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Lorimer, Living Reviews in Relativity From Lorimer & Kramer, 2005, “Handbook of Pulsar Astronomy”



Scattering	delays	in	NANOGrav 9-year	Dataset	(Levin	et	al.	2016)

While	important	to	continuously	monitor,	currently	scattering	
delays	are	on	the	order	10s	of	ns,	less	of	an	issue	than	
ephemeris	uncertainties
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Measuring	Chromatic	Excess	Noise	(CEN)	vs.	Achromatic	Excess	Noise	(AEN)
(in	9-year	NANOGrav dataset)	
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Measuring	Chromatic	Excess	Noise	(CEN)	vs.	Achromatic	Excess	Noise	(AEN)
(in	9-year	NANOGrav dataset)	

The achromatic excess noise is most
likely spin noise (aka timing noise)
in individual pulsars.
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Comparison with 9-yr Parameters

Lam et al. 2017

Maximum	Likelihood	Analysis	of	NANOGrav 9-year	Dataset	vs.	
Measrued Excess	Noise	in	Lam	et	al.	(2017).	In	future	data	releases	
(12.5yr	+),	the	measured	excess	noise	values	will	be	used	as	priors.



Conclusions
• In	NANOGrav 9-year	data	release	and	beyond,	including
forthcoming 11-year	data	release	(Arzoumanian et	al.	2017,	in	
prep),	noise	in	timing	residuals is modeled

• Timing-residual noise	can be characterized as	white,	red,	
chromatic,	and	achromatic,	and	can be measured and	mitigated.	

• The	chromatic noise	component	is due	to	the	variations	in	the	
IISM

• NANOGrav pulsars’	noise	power	spectrum over	potential GW	
frequencies is characterized and	de-composable into known
statistical processes

• With each successive	data	release,	noise	is better-characterized…	
long-term,	continuous	observations	(e.g.	DO	NOT	CLOSE	THE	
ARECIBO	OBSERVATORY	AND	THE	GREEN	BANK	TELESCOPE)	are	
critical	for	red	noise	characterization	as	well	as	signal	detection!
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